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Abstract

We perform the first statistical analysis of the main properties of waves observed in the
0.05–0.41 Hz frequency range in the Hermean foreshock by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) Magnetometer. Although we find similar polarization
properties to the “30 s” waves observed at the Earth's foreshock, the normalized wave amplitude
(𝛿 B∕|B0 | ∼ 0.2) and occurrence rate (∼0.5%) are much smaller. This could be associated with relatively
lower backstreaming proton fluxes, the smaller foreshock size and/or less stable solar wind (SW)
conditions around Mercury. Furthermore, we estimate that the speed of resonant backstreaming protons
in the SW reference frame (likely source for these waves) ranges between 0.95 and 2.6 times the SW
speed. The closeness between this range and what is observed at other planetary foreshocks suggests that
similar acceleration processes are responsible for this energetic population and might be present in the
shocks of exoplanets.

1. Introduction
Received 31 JAN 2020
Accepted 31 MAR 2020
Accepted article online 9 APR 2020

The foreshock is the spatial region upstream of, but magnetically connected to the bow shock. Due to this
connection, particles from the incoming solar wind (SW) coexist with a second population of backstreaming ions, produced by reflection of SW particles at the bow shock or leakage of plasma from downstream
of the shock (e.g., Burgess et al., 2012; Eastwood et al., 2005). As they move upstream along the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), the backstreaming particles provide a source of free energy for various plasma
instabilities (e.g., Brinca, 1991; Gary et al., 1989; Mazelle et al., 2003).
Ion reflection is a general property of high Mach number collisionless shocks (Biskamp, 1973; Burgess et al.,
2012; Kennel et al., 1985; Paschmann et al., 1980; Sonnerup, 1969). The analysis of the Hermean foreshock
is extremely important to investigate ion reflection and related physical processes occurring under low SW
Mach numbers (e.g., Gershman et al., 2013; Masters et al., 2013; Russell et al., 1982; Slavin & Holzer, 1981).
In particular, the SW Alfvénic Mach number range observed at Mercury (∼4–6) is expected to be right at or
just above the critical value, where particle reflection at the bow shock should be negligible (Kennel et al.,
1985; Le et al., 2013). In the present paper we characterize properties of backstreaming ions at Mercury by
studying the occurrence and main properties of associated ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves observed in the
foreshock, based on MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER)
Magnetometer (MAG) observations.

©2020. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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To our knowledge, there have only been a few studies focusing on the Hermean foreshock based on in situ
spacecraft observations. Fairfield and Behannon (1976) first reported Mariner 10 observations and classified
Mercury upstream waves into two groups: (1) lower-frequency (∼0.1–0.2 Hz) large-amplitude waves and (2)
higher-frequency (∼2 Hz) small-amplitude waves; similar to the so-called “30 s” and “1 Hz” waves observed
at the Earth's foreshock, respectively (Fairfield, 1974; Greenstadt et al., 1968). Le et al. (2013) performed an
analysis of a survey of waves observed during an Hermean foreshock passage on 26 March 2011 and constitutes the only related study based on MESSENGER orbital data so far. In particular, the authors found that
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the lowest-frequency waves had small amplitudes (𝛿 B∕|B0 | ∼0.1), a frequency ∼0.3 Hz, and were present
sporadically in Mercury's foreshock.
Although no data was presented for Mercury except an estimate from Fairfield and Behannon (1976),
Hoppe and Russell (1982) found that there is a linear relationship between the observed wave frequency
(of the lowest-frequency mode) and the magnetic field strength for foreshock encounters around several
planets, suggesting that such wave frequencies depend on local gyrofrequencies. The present study aims
to extend the current state of knowledge about the Hermean foreshock by performing the first statistical
study of the lowest-frequency waves observed by MESSENGER MAG during all its orbital phase. Additionally, we add data to the relationship found in Hoppe and Russell (1982), we estimate the velocity of
resonant backstreaming protons and perform comparisons with other planetary foreshocks throughout the
heliosphere.

2. MESSENGER MAG Observations: A Case Study and the Wave Selection
Criteria
The MESSENGER spacecraft was inserted into an ∼12 hr period, high eccentricity (∼200 × 15,000 km altitude), 82◦ inclination orbit about Mercury on 18 March 2011 (Solomon et al., 2007). The orbital period was
reduced on 16 April 2012 to ∼8 hr, lowering the apoapsis altitude to ∼4.1 RM , still providing measurements
upstream from the Hermean bow shock (RM stands for Mercury's radii equal to 2,440 km). The reader is
referred to Figure 2 in Slavin et al. (2019) for a plot of the trajectory of MESSENGER over its 4 year mission.
Average bow shock and magnetopause fits reported in Winslow et al. (2013) are shown for comparison: the
corresponding standoff distances are 1.96 RM and 1.45 RM , respectively.
In this work we have analyzed all MESSENGER MAG data upstream from the Hermean bow shock with
a sampling rate of 20 Hz (Anderson et al., 2007). We display data in the aberrated Mercury solar magnetic
(MSM) coordinates. The MSM coordinate system is centered on Mercury's offset internal dipole (Anderson
et al., 2011), with the X-MSM axis oriented sunward along the Sun-Mercury line and the Y -MSM axis opposite to the Mercury's orbital velocity, respectively. The Z-MSM axis completes the right-handed system. We
assume an aberration of ∼7◦ due to Mercury's average orbital speed through a radial SW speed of 400 km s−1
to define the aberrated MSM coordinate system.
2.1. A Foreshock Wave Event Observed at 0.283 Hz on 10 September 2011
Figure 1 shows an example of the lowest-frequency waves observed by MESSENGER MAG in the Hermean
foreshock. These measurements were obtained on 10 September 2011, between 03:27:18.99 and 03:30:43.79
UT. MESSENGER's mean location is [0.27, 3.82, −5.81] RM . The mean magnetic field vector is B0 = [−37.81,
5.98, 3.06] nT and makes an angle of 10.06◦ with the X-MSM axis. All magnetic field components display
oscillations with a well-defined frequency. The Y -MSM and Z-MSM magnetic field components have an
amplitude around 3.9 nT, the X-MSM component has an amplitude around 1.3 nT. Panel (e) shows the
power spectral density (PSD) for the transverse (B⟂ ) and compressive (Bcomp ) magnetic field components
with respect to B0 . The PSD(B⟂ ) displays a peak at a frequency that in the spacecraft reference frame (fsc ) is
approximately 0.283 Hz (vertical red dashed line). We also find that these waves are restricted mainly to the
perpendicular plane to B0 , since PSD(B⟂ ) ≫PSD(Bcomp ) around fsc ∼ 0.283 Hz.
The polarization and wave vector of these low-frequency waves are obtained from Minimum Variance
Analysis (MVA). This technique provides an estimate of the direction of propagation for an assumed planar
wave by calculating the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the magnetic field within a given time interval. The maximum, intermediate, and minimum eigenvalues are denoted as 𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , and 𝜆3 , respectively. The
hypothesis that the waves are planar can be characterized by means of the 𝜆2 ∕𝜆3 ratio, and the wave vector
k is associated with the minimum variance eigenvector (e3 ). Note that e3 defines the direction of k but not
the sense (Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998).
Figure 1, panel (f) shows the magnetic field components in the maximum-intermediate plane (hodogram),
obtained by applying MVA on MAG data between 03:27:27.94 and 03:27:42.74 UT (approximately four wave
periods). The corresponding mean magnetic field in the MVA basis (e1 , e2 , e3 ) is B0 = [0.56, −10.96, 36.99]
nT, pointing out of the maximum-intermediate plane. The sense of gyration of the magnetic field oscillations
(black arrow) with respect to B0 indicates that the wave polarization, in the spacecraft frame, is left handed.
ROMANELLI ET AL.
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Figure 1. MESSENGER Magnetometer observations in the Hermean foreshock. (a–c) The magnetic field aberrated MSM components; (d) the magnetic
field intensity. (e) The power spectral density of the transverse (in blue) and compressive (in black) magnetic field components with respect to the mean
magnetic field. (f) The magnetic field data in the maximum-intermediate plane between 03:27:27.94 and 03:27:42.74 UT. The red cross corresponds to the first
measurement in this time interval.

These waves are close to be circularly polarized (𝜆1 ∕𝜆2 =1.34) and planar (𝜆2 ∕𝜆3 =144.10). The angle 𝜃 kB
between the estimated wave propagation direction and B0 is 16.52◦ , indicating that these waves are propagating quasi-parallel to the mean magnetic field. Moreover, by assuming that k points upstream we find that
the angle between k and the SW velocity (𝜃 kV ) is 157.96◦ . The normalized wave amplitude (𝛿 B∕|B0 |) derived
based on the MVA eigenvalues (Song & Russell, 1999) is 0.08. The wave properties shown and derived from
Figure 1 are all consistent with the ones reported for the case study analyzed in Le et al. (2013).
2.2. Wave Selection Criteria
The methodology for the statistical analysis of these waves is the following: first, we identify time intervals of
204.8 s with MAG observations when MESSENGER is upstream from the Hermean bow shock. These intervals, at least ∼10 wave periods long, consist of 4,096 measurements allowing computation of the PSD(B⟂ )
and PSD (Bcomp ) based on a fast Fourier transform algorithm with a frequency resolution Δf equal to 0.00488
Hz. Overlapping between contiguous time intervals is 87.5%. In addition, for each of these 204.8 s time intervals, we apply the MVA on MAG data over each subinterval of ∼4 observed wave periods contained in it. A
wave train is often identified based on a minimum of three observed wave periods. Our criteria is slightly
more strict but does not affect significantly the presented statistical results. Based on the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors and derived wave polarization properties for each subinterval, we provide the associated mean
values and standard deviations for each 204.8 s time interval. A similar methodology has been considered
to analyze ULF waves in the upstream region of Mars (Romanelli et al., 2016).
ROMANELLI ET AL.
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We also determine whether the spacecraft was connected to the bow shock by utilizing the solar foreshock
coordinates introduced by Greenstadt and Baum (1986), together with bow shock fit reported in Winslow
et al. (2013). By increasing the value of the semilatus rectum associated with the bow shock fit up to 30%,
we implement a conservative approach to ensure the results presented here correspond to identified events
upstream from the bow shock while accounting for variability in its location. We determine MESSENGER
was connected to the bow shock during each 204.8 s time interval, if it was continuously connected during
each of the contained subintervals of ∼4 wave periods.
We consider that a wave event of interest has been identified when MESSENGER is connected to the shock
and a peak in the PSD of the MAG observations satisfies
PSD(B⟂ )|Δ𝑓2 > r PSD(B⟂ )|Δ𝑓1 ,
PSD(B⟂ )|Δ𝑓2 > r PSD(B⟂ )|Δ𝑓3 ,
.
and 𝜆2 ∕𝜆3 > 𝜆2,3
CRIT
where Δf1 , Δf2 , and Δf3 make reference to [0.0293–0.0488] Hz, [0.0537–0.4150] Hz, and [0.4199–0.5957] Hz
frequency ranges, respectively. We define Δf2 as the frequency interval where the low-frequency waves of
interest should be observed (Fairfield & Behannon, 1976; Hoppe & Russell, 1982; Le et al., 2013). To ensure
that this is the case for the majority of the wave events of interest, we restrict the analysis to cases where
the mean IMF magnitude over a given 204.8 s time interval is equal or larger than 10 nT. The values for r
and 𝜆2,3
define the criteria for the detection of the lowest-frequency waves, based on the wave properties.
CRIT
= 5. However, we do not find significant
The results presented in this paper correspond to r = 4, and 𝜆2,3
CRIT
is
varied
between
5 and 20; and when an analogous
differences when r is varied between 2 and 10, and 𝜆2,3
CRIT
analysis is performed considering 409.6 s windows (Δf = 0.00244 Hz).

3. Statistical Results and Discussion
3.1. Properties of Waves Observed at the 0.05–0.41 Hz Range
Figure 2 shows the main polarization properties of 4,536 identified wave events, that is, 204.8 s intervals
where the waves of interest are observed and fulfill the conditions specified in the previous section. Assuming that k points upstream, panel (a) shows that these waves propagate quasi antiparallel to the SW velocity
with < 𝜃 kV > ± 𝜎(𝜃 kV ) = [164.47◦ ± 6.50◦ ], where <> and 𝜎 make reference to the mean value and the
standard deviation associated with the corresponding histogram, respectively. Although the direction of k
cannot be determined with single spacecraft observations, this hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
ion/ion right-hand instability is most often the most unstable wave mode for tenuous field-aligned beams
interacting with the background plasma (e.g., Gary, 1991). Such wave mode must necessarily co-stream
with the ions along the background magnetic field (i.e., points upstream) to resonate with a backstreaming
proton population. This hypothesis is also in agreement with reports for the “30 s” waves observed at the
terrestrial foreshock (e.g., Wilson, 2016) and hybrid simulations of the Hermean foreshock (Jarvinen et al.,
2020). Panel (b) shows that these waves propagate quasi-parallel to the mean magnetic field direction with <
𝜃 kB > ± 𝜎(𝜃 kB ) = [10.41◦ ± 4.04◦ ]. Panel (c) shows that these waves are close to be circularly polarized, with
< 𝜆1 ∕𝜆2 > ± 𝜎(𝜆1 ∕𝜆2 ) = [1.24 ± 0.19]; however, elliptically polarized waves are also present. Panel (d) shows
that they have relatively low normalized wave amplitude, with < 𝛿 B∕|B0 | > ± 𝜎(𝛿 B∕|B0 |) = (0.20 ± 0.06).
Moreover, we find that these waves are left handed polarized in the spacecraft reference frame.
All these wave properties are consistent with fast magnetosonic waves, intrinsically right-handed polarized
in the SW reference frame but observed with the opposite polarization due to the Doppler shift between the
SW and the spacecraft rest frames. The most plausible mechanism responsible for these waves is the ion-ion
right-hand resonant instability, where SW backstreaming protons interact with the incoming magnetized
SW plasma. Such instability satisfies approximately the cyclotron resonance condition (e.g., Brinca, 1991;
Gary et al., 1989; Mazelle et al., 2003), allowing to estimate properties of the backstreaming ions, based on
the observed wave properties.
The cyclotron resonance condition between a backstreaming proton and a right-hand wave is
𝜔 − k|| Vr + Ωp = 0

(1)

where 𝜔 is the wave frequency in the SW rest frame, 𝛺p is the proton gyrofrequency, k|| is the component of
the wave vector parallel to the background magnetic field, and Vr is the parallel component of the resonant
ROMANELLI ET AL.
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Figure 2. Normalized number of identified waves events as a function of 𝜃 kV (a), 𝜃 kB (b), 𝜆1 ∕𝜆2 (c), and the
normalized wave amplitude (d).

ion velocity (in the SW frame). The observed wave frequency (𝜔sc = 2𝜋 fSC ) is Doppler shifted as a result of
the relative motion between the spacecraft and SW reference frame. Thus, the observed wave frequency is
𝜔sc = 𝜔 + k · Vsw . Making use of equation (1) we obtain
𝜔sc = 𝜔 + (𝜔 + Ωp )

Vsw cos(𝜃kV )
Vr cos(𝜃kB )

(2)

The value of a = 𝜔∕𝛺p near the wavenumber of maximum growth of the ion-ion right-hand instability
depends on several plasma parameters, for example, the beam density and drift velocity. However, at least
for beam densities between 0.01 and 0.1 the total electron density and fast beams (with respect to the Alfvén
speed), a does not depend on |B| (Gary, 1993). Making use of this condition in equation (2), we can expect
an increasing trend between |𝜔sc | and the background magnetic field (Hoppe & Russell, 1982), if the factor
Vsw cos(𝜃kV )
does not depend strongly on |B|.
V cos(𝜃 )
r

kB

Figure 3a shows the observed wave frequency of all identified events as a function of the corresponding
IMF magnitude. We find an increasing trend between the observed |fSC | and |B|, with |fSC | and |B| ranging
between 0.068 and 0.366 Hz, and 10 and 40.5 nT, respectively. The best straight line passing through the
origin is |fSC |(Hz) = 0.00796 ± 0.00170|B| (nT), a fit whose slope is ∼30% greater than the value (0.0058)
reported in Hoppe and Russell (1982). This difference could be due to the combined effect of small differences in the VSW ∕Vr , 𝜃 kV , 𝜃 kB , and 𝜔∕𝛺p values, associated with waves present at Mercury's and Earth's
foreshock. As shown in Figure 2, 𝜎(𝜃 kV ) and 𝜎(𝜃 kB ) are small. Therefore, dispersion in the observed linear
trend is mainly associated with different values of VSW ∕Vr . For instance, the solid orange lines show the
predicted relationship between |fSC | and |B|, for Vr ∕VSW = 1 and Vr ∕VSW = 2.5, considering the mean values for 𝜃 kB and 𝜃 kV (Figure 2) and a = 0.15 (e.g., Gary, 1978). Figure 3b displays |fSC | as a function of |B| (in
logarithmic scale) including observations at other planetary foreshocks (Hoppe & Russell, 1982). The bar
corresponds to the estimated wave frequency range for Mercury (Fairfield & Behannon, 1976). As can be
seen, the increasing trend between the observed |fSC | and |B| is observed throughout several solar system
planetary foreshocks.
ROMANELLI ET AL.
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Figure 3. Upstream observed wave frequency as a function of the IMF magnitude. (a) Blue solid and black dash lines
correspond to the best fit obtained in this work and the straight line reported in Hoppe and Russell (1982), respectively.
Orange lines correspond to the expected relationship between |fSC | and |B| for Vr ∕VSW = 1 and Vr ∕VSW = 2.5,
considering the mean values for 𝜃 kB and 𝜃 kV . (b) Adapted Figure 1 from Hoppe and Russell (1982), including the
results presented in the present paper (open green dots).

3.2. Implications for the Speed of Backstreaming Protons in the Foreshock of Mercury
Given equation (2), we estimate the ratio between the particle velocity parallel to the magnetic field (in the
SW reference frame) and the SW speed, Vr ∕Vsw , as follows:
(1 + a) cos(𝜃kV )
Vr
=
VSW
[(𝜔sc ∕Ωp ) − a] cos(𝜃kB )

(3)

We consider a ∼ 0.15, a value close to what was reported for ULF waves at the Earth's foreshock (e.g.,
Mazelle et al., 2003), and also consistent with Gary (1978). Figure 4a shows the normalized histogram of
Vr ∕Vsw for all the analyzed events. We find that < Vr ∕Vsw > +𝜎(Vr ∕Vsw ) = 1.66 ± 0.25, with Vr ∕Vsw ranging
between 0.95 and 2.6, range that is very close to what was predicted for Mercury (1.2–2.2) (Hoppe & Russell,
1982). Reported values of Vr ∕Vsw for Venus (1.7, 1.9), Earth (2.5 ± 0.3), and Jupiter (2.1, 2.3) are on the
same order to what we find for Mercury. These results show that the observed wave frequencies in these
planetary foreshocks are consistent with resonance with beams of protons of similar energy, with speeds
ranging between ∼1 and ∼2.5 the SW speed.
For easy comparison with several papers, Figure 4b shows the histogram for Pgc = Vgc ∕Vsw , that is, the ratio
between the guiding center velocity of a backstreaming particle in the foreshock region (in the spacecraft
reference frame) and the SW speed. Meziane and D'Uston (1998) showed that:
√
Pgc =

1 + (Vr ∕Vsw )2 − 2(Vr ∕Vsw ) cos(𝜃BX )

(4)

where 𝜃 BX is the angle that the X-axis makes with the IMF direction.
We find that the waves identified in the Hermean foreshock have < Pgc > +𝜎(Pgc ) = 0.76 ± 0.27, as a
result of the relatively low IMF cone angle range observed around Mercury (e.g., James et al., 2017). Studies on other planetary foreshocks reported larger values for < Pgc > (e.g., Shan et al., 2018, and references
therein). Indeed, Shan et al. (2018) and Andrés et al. (2015) reported that Pgc = 1.07 (for 𝜃 BX = 36◦ )
and Pgc = 1.05 ± 0.01 (for 𝜃 BX = 45◦ ), when restricted to the ULF wave boundary in the Venusian and
Earth's foreshock, respectively. The finding by Andrés et al. (2015) is in approximate agreement with results
(Pgc = 1.11 ± 0.04) reported in Meziane and D'Uston (1998) and contrasts with the value associated for
the field-aligned beam-gyrating boundary (Pgc = 1.68 ± 0.08), derived in Meziane et al. (2004). This difference might be explained if the latter boundary is the same (or close) to the quasi-monochromatic ULF
wave boundary. A comparison between the reported Pgc values and the associated 𝜃 BX for these planetary
ROMANELLI ET AL.
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Figure 4. Normalized number of wave events as a function of Vr ∕Vsw (a) and Pgc (b).

foreshocks and the Hermean foreshock supports the idea that the Vr ∕Vsw range is similar for these magnetospheric environments. It is also worth noticing that the mean values and standard deviation of Vr ∕Vsw
and Pgc do not vary strongly when a ranges between 0.05 and 0.15, in association with changes in plasma
properties affecting the maximum linear wave growth rate of the ion-ion right-hand instability (Gary, 1993).
Indeed, < Vr ∕Vsw > +𝜎(Vr ∕Vsw ) = 1.79 ± 0.31 and < Pgc > +𝜎(Pgc ) = 0.88 ± 0.33 for a = 0.05 and
< Vr ∕Vsw > +𝜎(Vr ∕Vsw ) = 1.72 ± 0.28 and < Pgc > +𝜎(Pgc ) = 0.82 ± 0.30 for a = 0.10.
To our knowledge, the only study that has provided sufficient information to derive Pgc for the Hermean
foreshock is Jarvinen et al. (2020). These authors performed a hybrid simulation of the interaction of Mercury with the SW under conditions proper of perihelion. If we assume that the field-aligned beam that might
give rise to the simulated waves of interest has approximately the same energy as the foreshock ions that
coexist with the simulated quasi-monochromatic waves (see description of Figure 6), we conclude that this
simulation suggests that Vr ∕Vsw ∼ 1.27 and Pgc ∼ 0.43. Both estimations are within the computed ranges
shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Note that while this simulation considers a specific set of conditions, Figure 4 is
associated with wave events observed along all Mercury's eccentric orbit around the Sun. Indeed, the energy
gained by the backstreaming protons is partly controlled by the size of the bow shock and the tangential convective electric field, among other factors that vary with the heliocentric distance (e.g., Meziane et al., 2017).
A detailed analysis on the possible acceleration mechanisms of the backstreaming protons in the Hermean
foreshock is beyond the scope of this article.
Moreover, if nonlinear wave-particle trapping takes place in the Hermean foreshock, we could expect to
observed gyrophase bunched distribution functions. By applying the theoretical framework considered in
Mazelle et al. (2000), Mazelle et al. (2003), and Romanelli et al. (2018), we find that quasi-monochromatic
waves with 𝛿 B∕|B0 | ∼ 0.2 that might arise by field-aligned beams will tend to trap particles with the same
energy (in the wave rest frame) around a pitch angle of ∼40◦ . A future analysis of velocity distribution functions provided by MESSENGER Fast Imaging Plasma Spectrometer and by the upcoming Bepi-Colombo
mission (Benkhoff et al., 2010) should be performed to test this prediction.
Finally, we compute the ratio between the number of time intervals with waves and the number of
intervals when MESSENGER is connected to the shock. We determine that the occurrence rate of the
lowest-frequency waves is approximately 0.5%. This number varies depending upon the wave selection criteria. However, if we consider a less restrictive criteria based only on PSD properties (e.g., r = 2), this ratio
is ∼1.5%, still very low. This low occurrence rate value is in agreement with initial observations by Le et al.
ROMANELLI ET AL.
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(2013) and could be due to several factors: relatively low backstreaming ion fluxes due to the low SW Alfvénic
Mach numbers around Mercury; the small size of the Hermean foreshock where the waves can grow once
the instability occurs; and/or the short timescales over which the external conditions may vary, which could
disturb the growing phase of the waves. As reported in Le et al. (2013), MESSENGER has not detected these
waves in the steepening waveform, often observed in the terrestrial foreshock. The lack or potentially lower
wave occurrence rate in such compressive stage is consistent with the small wave amplitude and propagation angles shown in Figure 2 and the lack of steepened waveforms and shocklets in the upstream region of
low Mach number interplanetary shocks (Blanco-Cano et al., 2013; 2016).

4. Conclusions
We performed the first statistical analysis of the main properties of ULF waves in Mercury's foreshock,
making use of high time resolution MESSENGER magnetic field measurements. We find that waves with
a PSD peak in the 0.05–0.41 Hz range are close to be circularly polarized, they propagate quasi-parallel to
the background magnetic field (∼10◦ ), quasi antiparallel to the SW velocity (∼165◦ ) and have relatively low
normalized wave amplitude (𝛿 B∕|B0 | ∼ 0.2).
These waves have similar properties to the “30 s waves” observed in the Earth's foreshock, previously associated with fast magnetosonic waves generated by backstreaming protons. In sharp contrast with the terrestrial
foreshock, the normalized wave amplitude and the occurrence rate of these waves (∼0.5%) seems relatively
low in the Hermean foreshock, suggesting significant lower backstreaming protons fluxes likely due to the
relatively low SW Alfvénic Mach number. These differences could also be related to the smaller foreshock
size and/or more variable SW conditions. An analysis of MESSENGER MAG observations focused on the
conditions that favor the presence of these waves will be performed in a future study to elucidate what is the
main constraining factor.
Finally, we estimate that the velocity of resonant backstreaming protons parallel to the magnetic field in
the SW reference frame (normalized with the SW speed) ranges between 0.95 and 2.6. These results are
consistent with particles being accelerated at the Hermean bow shock up to energies on the same order of
other solar system planetary bow shocks, even under the low SW Alfvénic Mach regime around Mercury.
As reported in Hoppe and Russell (1982), the apparent generality of this phenomena in the solar system
suggests that similar acceleration mechanisms might take place in the bow shocks of exoplanets, and might
provide a source of cosmic rays.
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